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ABSTRACT

Certain aspects of the performance of adults on
verbal reasoning tasks were studied. The four main objectives of the
study were: to develop a-self-in-structional booklet for use in
teaching adults the functional rules of classification; to construct
a reliable instrument for use in assessing the capability of adults
to:perform verbal classification tasks; to study the influence of
four -different factors of-content-on the difficulty of the tasks to
-be performed on each item-of CAT; and to use both-demographic.
variables and primary ability test Scores to predict performance of
-the adult participants. on-CAT. ReSults of_ the_study, utiiiiing 30
adults -in an experimantal.group.and 30 in a .control group,- indicate
that-experienced-basediinstructional strategies should be preferred
-in the'teaching- of logical skills to -adults.- :Appendix I presents the
.structure of.- ClaSsifying;:APpendix.II, is the .structure of the
Analysis of Learning Componentsfor verbal. .Classification Tasks.; and
Appendix III is- a sample Page from -Self-Instructional Program in

Verbal Classification. References are_provided. (Author/DB)
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The improvement of the-student's abi ity -to think and reason
by himself has traditionally been seen by some educators as one of the
fundamental

Adult

outcomes of

Education, program

instruc -ion in the

objectives

school.

stressing -the

In the field of

acquisition of

rational and judgmental skills by the adult have often been-stated. [1].
The present-study focuted on-certain aspects of the

performance

o

adu ts on verbal reasOning tasks.

Objecti es

of

the

Study

The study --had four.main objectivet,

.The first .one vas t-

develop a-self -instructional -boOklet tO .be-..uSed in teaching adults the
fOnctionaLrules..of.-_one-comMon-.Verbal logical operation namely classi7
.fication.

Thit .booklet. was '72:- -pages long Ind-Used-a P_ograillined-Inst.

:ruction branching- format:.

P4Per pretented:at the. annUal Adult..-.E0Uca ion R. sea Ch.-.:COn'erence,_
--Chicago 11-linois April

The second objective, was to construct a reliable instrument
to be used in assessing the capability of adults of performing verbal
classification ta ks.

This test, the Classification Assessment Test,

comprised 321items and will be referred to in this paper as

CAT.

The third objective of the research_ was to study the influence of four different factors of content on the difficulty of the
tasks to be performed on each item of

CAT.

These factors ware:

an index of the logical complexity of each item. F
difficulty; N

an index of word

the total number of words used, per item; and S

the

"sign" of the classification operation, that is, whether the operation
assigned a pa-ticular object to a class or whether it denied class
membership.

Lastly, the fourth objective of the study was to use bath
demographic variables and primary ability test scores to predict performance of the adult par- icipants on

CAT.

Demographic variables-

inCluded age, level of education, and time spent at-the Vocational
Training Center-which the participantS were attending at the- time
the experiment.

Assessment of primary abilities included 'three tests

.from French's kit [2],_ namely
non-verbal -induction,

"Figure

.

Classification,- meaSuring

tter Span_ Auditory

-measuring _immediate

memory span and "Vocabulary" measuring familiarity.w#h:words-.,

The general assumption-Underlying :the:Stu-0y is thatverbal.--.

ccimmunicaton Of:4 sub4ett matte Acia-instructionf:hisa logical strUttur6-,

which must be processed and understood by the learner if learning is
to take place.

To the logical structure

n the subject matter, then

organization of the learner's
co responds a hypothetical and similar
cognition.

This assumption can be traced back to several works both

in the field of psychology and the field of education.
In the field of psychology the notion of logical.patterns
implici ely followed by individuals in their p ocessing cf verbal
information can be related to Stewart's notion of "validity patternsa
[3].

as introduced in his theory of communications.
ion is tnat

His main assumpt-

"the verbal communication of ideas is a function of the

isometry of validity patterns exis ent in the minds of those involved
in the communicative process".

[4].

In other words, the processing of verbal information whose

content is framed into certain logical patterns is a function of the
individual's capability of performing the corresponding logical operations.

The results of the present research provide evidence for both

the existence of such logical patterns and the use of logical rules in

the processing of verbal content by individuals.
A second area of reference in experimental psychology is what
Ash has called the

"psychology of relations

applied to verbal learning.

[5], more speciTically

This approach is exemplified in the recent

work of Frase concerning the processes involved in learning fram written
instructional materials.

One of his major ideas to which I subscribed

in this research is that "learning from written instructional material is
-:a--to-rispOente-rifestabl.shing rela ions amonTpairs of text item

[0].

,

In the context of the present research it was assumed that processing

of the logical organization of a text consisted of the establishment of
logical relations among certain linguistic items of the text.

No attempt

was made, however, to verify this assumption by studying, experimentally,
the processes involved.

In the field of education Gage has reviewed what he calls a
implies that "maxi"cognitive approach to learning and teaching" which
learners
mum advantage should be taken of the cognitive properties of

In the present research, the logical organization

[7].

and subjects"

of the subject matter was focused on
nitive properties".

as one of its most central "cog-

More specifically, the analysis of the logical

organization was made using a set of categories developed by Smith at
the University of Illinois.

[8].

Smith, empirically identified differ-

ent categories of logical operations, such as explaining or defining

into which the verbal content of the discourse of high school classes
could be classified.

These operations have a fixed st ucture of rel-

ationships among their components, and it is possible to formulate for
each of them

a set of

"epistemic rules"

that is, a set of logical

rules concerning the correctness of the operation, including its validity and truth.

[9].

Smith's study was purely ana ytical and descriptive in nature,

"one in the natural history sense

"

[10].

It was, also, purely logical.

At the end of his study, however, Smith was raising, among others

the

following question, a psychological one in nature: "Is the student better
others if he has
able to monitor his own thinking as well as that of

knowledge of the logical structure and rules govern ng the performance
[11].

of these operations?"

The present research is prec sely an

attempt at answering this question.

Thus, participants were provided

with the structure and the rules governing the performance of verbal
classifications and it was hoped that as a result, they will improve
their performance on

CAT.

Procedures

The instrument used to assess the subjects' capability of
performing verbal classificatory tasks, CAT, was a 32 item test with
The structure of each item on the test fol,

multiple choice format.
lowed the same model.

It was made of --_hree propositions:

a warrant, and some facts.

Onesample of

_CAT

a clalM,

items-appears in

The claim is a proposition stating that a particular

Appendix I.

objeCt belongs tO a category-1 or on-the contrarY, does nOt.bejong
the category.

The warrant- is a proposItion stating the kind of

criteria _by which to.clecide whether an object.belongs. to . a given
-category.

AncL finally., -the:facts- are-tharacteristics-pf the_object

whic14..inHterms of .the .c_

indicate that the object Should be

placed in the particular categorY.

warrant and claim

On the test

the subject was given

a d he was asked to sel ct the correct facts from

four possible alternatives.

A pool of forty original items was generated using verbal
content from encyclopedias, textbooks

newspapers

and magazines.

particular effort was made at selecting content related t- the adults'
immediate experience of his physical and social environment.

References

to local names and familiar realities were included.

Thirty-two items were finally selected and sometimes modified,
so that they would fit the characteristics specified for each level of
the four factors of content,

II,

F

N

and S.

Thus, there were sixteen

different types of items and two replication§ of the same type.

Prior to the w_iting of the training program, a behavioral
analysis of verbal classificatory tasks-was made, in order to determine
what were the competencies that needed to be master_d before the subject
could be able to perform the final task.- This analysis yielded a structure of learning tasks-which became the basis for writing and sequencing
the components of the training program.
in Appendix II.

Such a structure is presented

.Eight subordinate skills were-then taught in the train-

ing program prior to the mastery_of the finalcapability... Practice.
.0erforming_tasks similar to those of- CAT

in.

(ClaSsification. Assessment

Test) items was finally provided through three exerciSes.

The partic-

ipant§ Studied .the'.instructional program for two.ancl one4lalf 4pkirs.
grO0p-bf thiriy:adults-..cOrrenti:yenrolled in the Cahadfan:

Manpower-Training Programswas selected as the_experimental group and
a_group of equal size was used as the control group.

Both experimental

.

and control groups were given
ability tests.

CAT

pre- and post-tests along with the

The instructional program was given only to the experi-

mental group. (See Appendix III for sample page of Training Program

Results

and

Conclusions

In regard to the effect of -he training program on performance
on

the comparison of post-test scores adjusted for scores on the

CAT,

pre-test d d not show any significant difference between experimental
group and control group (mean score for experimental group was 23.01;
t was

23.34

f r the control group)

This lack of effectiveness may be explained by several reasons.
First of all, the training program might teach the right skills that
are required to perform well on

CAT

but

t might not be long enough

to reall develop those skills on a permanent and t-ansferable basis.
other words, logical or reasoning skills can be improved only through
a long-term type of instructional program which proVides enough-presentations of the same -stimuli and enough reinforcements of the same correct
responses.

:Another reason for-the failu-e of the 4.raining- program-Might

have been that the performance of-adults on logical tasks invOlves
other_ skills _of-a- different nature than mere- cognitive sk lls or MereH

knowle* of-the rules _ofa'claSsification operation, _It.:.might.inVolvel
for- instance,'-the ability to behave according to a rule or the ability
_o behave according to a goal that one has set.

Or, it might involVe

such personal characteristics as consistency of behavior in similar s
uations.

Those skills are of a more global nature and involve both cog-

nitive and affective domains.

This has impilcation, of course, for the type of instructional
strategy that is most suitable for the development of logical skills.
Perhaps, in the case of the adult, only experience-based methods would
give him the opportunity to change his approach to logical tasks on a
broad behavioral scale.

Such methods have been used extensively, for

instance in industry, in the form of problem-solving sessiOns and simulation exercises.

[12].

The existence of a significant practice effect for both groups
from pre- to post-test, tends to give some confirmation to the above
hypothesis concerning the superiority of an
in adult learning.

"ActiVity .Method" [13],

In this case, performance was improved as a result

of practicing on the test

:ather than through learning the rules and

how to apply them.

4

An internal consistency Measure of reliability 'f

CAT .yielded

a satisfactory coefficient of -0-.8$40 thus showing that. CAT

is a rel.--

atively homogeneous test meaSuring-conSistently the same_bePe of capabil_
ity.

Its relationship to established measures Of reasoning ability and-

of verbal comprehension must be further investigated.
_To -study prediction:of:performance on

CAT, experimental and

control groups scores were gather into one group (N = 71). _Age was the
best predictor of performance on

as the second best predictor
regression equation explained
scores).

CAT

(

485)

with Grade Level

Age and Grade Level in the step-wise
30.3 percent of the variance i

Age and Grade Level were both significant

CAT

(P > .95 ) predictors.

The correla ion of

CAT

and the va iable

ance at the vo ational school"

ttime al eady spent in attend-

was practically null (r = 0.086).

This

tends to sho. that the school does not teach reasoning skills through its
curriculum.

Le te- Span-Audi.ory measuring immediate memory span showed

the greatest correlatIon with

CAT

tests,

among the three ability

(r = 0.227).

The relationship between demographic variables and reference
fac or tests included a significant correlation of

-0.279, between Age

and Figure Classification measuring a factor of non-verbal induction.
This- result tends to-confirm previous findin-s

that the ability to induce

rules and try hypotheses does decline with a e.-[14].

-A positive co-.Tel

ation between Age and Vocabulary, previously reported.byisoMe investig-

ators, appeared here also, and reached a Significant high of -0.414
(P >

95).
.

None- of the_fac ors of content

belieVed...-to.inflUence the

Aifficu ty level .of- -CAT 'items, reached significance_ 1evel

.

--However:

the difference _in_ mean -scoreS was in the expected direction for all' four-

factors.

The difference was- eSpecially large-for factors

the case of factor

a high level of factor

D,
D

and

N.

representing an index of logical complexity,

yielded an average score of

1.187, Aereas,

low level of the same factor produced an average score of

1 295.

The

result gives empirical evidence, of the existence of a logcal structure
in verbal materials and it gives some validity to the index used to
gulntify this dimension, in the present study.

10

In the same manner
tems

(factor

N)

f a smaller number

a greater number of words used in

CAT

produced an average score lower than in the case
(1.107

against

1.376)

Summary

Verbal coMmunication of a -ubject matter via instruction has:
by-the learner
a logical structure which must'be prOcesSed_anclunderstood.
learning is to take-place.

The present study was an attempt at teach-

ing adults the rules of one of the logical operations performed by the
learner in the classroom, namely classification.

Results- tend to indica e'

preferred in
that experienced-based instructional 5trategies sho0d be
the teaching of logical skills to-adults.-

-
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APPEND X

STRUCTURE

OF

CLASS FYING

claim

facts

crteri

object

object

cate ory

warrant

criteria

ca e ory

EXA PLE

OF

A

CLASS FY NG

OPERATION

Claim:

.Object (A

MacDonald

'-Category_

Catelgory

Citizen

Canada)

(ci izevi. of. Cariad0)-

Criteria. (born in Canada)

"A. B.-MacDonald is a- citizen
of .Canada."

.!Tveryone-bornHin

Cahada Will-

-be a citizen of thatcountry.

cts:
Object (A.
Cri teri a

MacDonald

born in Canada)

"A. B. MacDonald was born in
Nova Scotia in 1935 and

Nova Scotia is one of the
provinces of Canada."

APPENDIX

ANALYSIS

LEARNING

OF

VERBAL

COMPONENTS

CLASSIFICATION

FOR

TASKS

DEFINE
Cate-ory

DENTIFY
a_,Category____
.

DEFINE
Object

D IFF.EREN-TIATE
between

Object -and
.D.E .F

Ca

I N E

Crite ion

.D I .F F E R
a on

E-..N-T I--A T.E

Category, :-Objec- an

Cr

ion

DEF I NE
Fac s

SELECT
hen

SELECT

CORRECT

given

a

FACTS

C iterion

CORRECT 'CLAIM

when given Criter on and Fac s

SELECT

CORRECT

FACTS

w en given Claim and Criterion
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APPENDIX

SAMPLE

PAGE

SELF - INSTRUCTIONAL

FROM
IN

PR)GRAM

CLASSIFICATION

VERBAL

Page

29

cm page 30)

By now you should be- ab e- to di ferentiate

6.3

object- from

an

If

I

a

ca -egpry..

.say:.

"The Volkswagen is one of the-..European

cars

.

imported to-Canada," in this-case the .objeCt--

-Js "The:NolkSwagen'.

Which

-one,.

is

THE

the

c-

VOLKSWAGEN

EUROPEAN

CARS

RETURN

TURN 3O :P.AGE
TURN

TO

PAGE 32-

-
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